
UNSOLVED PROBLEMS IN SET THEORY 

P. ERDiiS AND A. HAJNAL 

1. 1ntrodocti0n. Since 1958 we have published a number of joint papers on 
set theory [l] . . . [K?] and some triple papers with R. Rado, E. C. Milner, J. 
Czipszer, G. FGdor 1131. I . [17]. During this period we collected a fair amount of 
problems we could not solve. Some of them are stated in the papers we have 
published, some are connected with unpublished results of ours. We were both 
enthusiastic when we learned that the organizing committee of this symposium 
was willing to give us an opportunity to publish a paper on these problems. 

After having started the work, we immediately realized that the task we have 
undertaken is nat quite as easy and pleasant as we thought it was. First of all, we 
have problems of very different types. 

(A) There are some which seem to be unsolvable, or connected with problems 
whose independence has already been proved. 

(B) There are some which we tried very hard to solve and failed and that is why 
we fee1 they are dificult. 

(C) There are some which seem to be difficult but we suspect that the difficulty 
is only technical. 

(D) Thereare some which we only know of, we find them interesting but we 
simply did not have the time to look at them properly. 

(E) There are some which would seem uninteresting to anyone who did not 
think about them and we would like to publish them all the same, since for one 
reason or other we are interested in the answer. 

On the other hand, there are many cross connec!ions between the different 
problems and, for lack of time and space, we wilI be able to give very few of them. 
in many cases, it wiil be dificulr to tell whose problem it is we are going to state. 
There are many other problems which arose. but. to make a !ong story short, we 

have decided to accept the foilowing principi*s. 
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We will restate here quite a lot of the published problems for two reasons. They 
seem to be more important than some of the unpublished ones, and it is quite 
difficult to understand the latter without knowing the former 

We are going to cdlect all our problems of type (A), the time and rhe @ace 
being appropriate to put them in the hands of logicians. 

We wiIl make comments only on some carefully selected problems, and we will 
state a Iat of others, giving only references fif any) and leave the reader tu find out 
for himself what they are worth. The only heip we can give is to indicate to which 
of the categories (A) . . . (E) we believe the problem stated belongs. 

We will try our best to make the references and historical remarks as complete 
and as fair as possible. If nothing else is stated, we think that the problem in ques- 
tion is due to the two of us, except in $3 where ah the probIems, if not indicated 
d&%rently, are due to P. Erdiis and R. Rado. 

If an open problem depends on several parameters, we usually formulate the 
-mstance of it which seems to be the simplest for us. 

The order in ,d;hich the problems are stated does not express any opinion on 
their importance. We will try to give them in some logical. order and to avoid as 
much new notation as‘possible. 

During our work in set theory, whenever we could not solve a problem, we 
tried to solve it assuming the generalized continuum hypothesis (G.C.H in what 
follows). If we still could not solve it, we said that even assuming G.C.H. wedonar 
know the answer. This will be done in this paper too. The word “even” used here 
is not intended to express any considered opinions or preference. !t just describes 
the way we have been thinking about these probIems. If a problem is stated in 
$41-7 under the assumption of G.C.H., it means that for various reasons the 
problem as stated there does not make sense if we do not assume G.C.H. 

In the end of our paper we do not bother to state problems without assuming 
G.C.H., since this would complicate the notations, or the formulation. We 
think it will be clear for the reader in many cases how to formulate a corresponding 
problem without assuming G.C.H. 

Though many of the d8icuIties mentioned before seem insrirmountabte, we still 
hope &at this survey of our problems will be usefu1. 

2. Notations. We are going to use the usual dassical notations of set theory. 
It is not appropriate for our present purposes to identify cardinals with initial 
ordinak. However, finite cardinals and ordinah will not be distinguished. 

We point out one difficulty. In many of the different papers on the subject, 
different kinds of + (arrow) relations are introduced and the same notation has 
been used for different purposes in different papers. Whenever an --f relation occurs 
in the text, we will give its definition. 

a, b, c, . . I m, n, . . , denote cardinals, 

i,j,j denote integers, 

*, B3 y, . . . 9 c, 5, rll, y, p, . . . denote ordinals. 



Jf a is a cardinal. h is the sn@est cardinal greater than a. 1 and + are used 
to denote both cardinal and ordinal addition. If a is a cardinal, Q(u) is its initial 
number. 

By a graph 9 = (g, G:, we mean an ordered pair where g is the set of vertices, 
G is a set of subsets of two elements of g. The elements of C are the edges of b. 
For a detaiied explanation of the terminology we refer to our paper [LO]. 

3. Problems formalized with the &ii partition symbol. If S is a set, r a 
cardinal, we put 

isy = {XC S:lXI = r); [sy’ = {X = s: 1x1 < r}. 

If CT = u,,, Fv the sequence (Y,), + is said to be an r-partition of S of type 

IF-I* 
DEFWITION OF SYMBOL-I. Let a, b,, Y < Q(e) be cardinals or order types, and 

let c, r be cardinals. Assume further that each b, is a cardinal if a is a cardinal. 
We write o - (6,): if the following statement is true. 

Let S be a set if a is a cardinal and let S, < be a (simply) ordered set if a is an 
arder type, such that jS[ = a or typ S[ <) = a respectively. Let (Y,),,oc,, be an 
r-partition of type c of S. 

Then there exist a Y < Q(c) and a subset S’ C S such that [S’r C F, and 
IS’\ = 6, or typ S’( -c) = 6, if n is a cardinal or an order type, respectively. 

We write u++ (bJE (and in the case of all other symbols to be defined) if this 
statement is false. 

If all the b,‘s equal b, we write a -+ (b);. If c = c,, + . * * + c,-i and e, of the 
b,‘s equal 6, for i < n < H, we sometimes write 

a - (@o),,,, - . . , @&J’. 

If ci = 1, we omit it. Using this terminology, Ramsey’s classical theorem [33] 
can be expressed as follows: 

P. Erdiis and R. Rado were the first who started to investigate consciously and 
methodically the passible transfinite generalizations of this theorem, though several 
other people, e.g. D. Kurepa, have published results which can be expressed using 
the ordinary partition symbol. A survey OF the history of the problem is given in 
(131. Erdijs and Rado have pubfished with other authors a series of papers on this 
subject. The symbol in this generality was actually defined in [Zl]. In their paper 
[Zl] they gave a survey of the results and problems known at that time. It is fair to 
say that their work started ail the investigations we are now talking about and 
though the different problems crystalized by theorems proved by different people 
it seems to be logical to attribute all the problems concerning Symbol-i (except 
those involving inaccessible cardinals) to P. Erdos and R. Rado. 

3.1. The ordinary partition symbol itr the case of cardinals. Note that by an 
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early result of P. Erdiis and R. Rado, we have 

a+-+ (X,, XJxo for every a; 

hence we can always assume that r < x, and the case r = 1 is trivial in case of 
cardinals. 

It was realized by P. Erdiis and A. Tarski in 1942 [U] that while a direct generali- 
zation of Ramsey’s theorem fails for cardinals not strongly inaccessible there might 
be cardinals for which a -+ (a, a)” holds. 

The history of this problem is we11 known and inthischapter we avoidmention of 
any problems for Symbol-I in which strongly inaccessible cardinals are involved. 

In [13] with Rado we gave a discussion of Symbol-l for cardinals. Using G.C.H. 
our discussion is almost complete. See main Theorems I and II of 1131 on pp. 130 
and I38 respectively. The only unsolved probIem not involving strongly inacces- 
sible cardinals is highly technical. 

Problem 1. h-e G.C.H. 

K wII*+l * GL,,,, opf 
(See [13, Problem 21.) 

Recently we have been investigating how far our results and methods cover the 
problems if we do not assume G.C.H. In case r = 2, b, 2 K, one can obtain a 
rather complete discussion. These results will be published in detail in a forth- 
coming book by the three of us. We would like to mention some of the open prob- 
Iems. 

In [13] for obtaining negative partition relations our major tool was the negative 
stepping up lemma. 

Problem 2 (Erdtis, Hajnal, Rado). Assume 2 _< r < K,, a 2 X0, b,, (v < Q(c)) 
are cardinals and a +-P (b$ holds. Does then 2” i-t (b, + 1):’ hold? (Here + 
denotes cardinal additions, i.e., b, + 1 = b, if b, 2 K,,.) 

Lemmas 5A, 5F of [13] give this result under different additional assumptions, 
e.g. if two of the b,‘s are infinite and one is regular. One might guess that this is a 
problem of type (C) and the answer is affirmative. The most difficult case is when 
r = 2, one 6, is singuIar and the others are finite. In this case, we cannot prove the 
statement even assuming G.C.H. (see Problem 1). 

Problem 3 (Erdiis, Hajnal, Rado). dssume that rhere is an increasing sequence 
ojintegefs (n&, such that the sequence of rardinafs 2% is strictly increasing and 

2% > X,. Does then 

a = x2- +(X,, X,)? 
*-zcp 

NoteifX,isreplacedbyK,wehavea~...orat,...ifa<wora>w, 
respectively. 

Problem 3 might be important, since (without speaking too precisely) it might 
give an opportunity to show that the truth value of a--r (b, c)‘. a, b, c 2 &,, 
cannot be computed from the function Xfa. 
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The only other typical instance in which we cannot tell the truth value of the 

I in case r = 2 with infinite cardinal entries is the following: 

Problem 4 (Erd8s, Hajnal, Rado). Put p = n((2Ko)+) and assume that the 
sequence Kfp, CL < 9, is not eventually eonsrant. Put a = C.+, X.9. Does then 

ad P,, x38 
hold? 

(The axswer is affirmative if we assume G.C.H. or some other additional assump- 
tions on the function KfB.) 

In case some of the b,‘s are finite many of our results given in [13] make use of 
G.C.H. heavily. It follows easily from the results of [13] that 

%5-+ &+l, IGJ&~’ 

and using G.C.H. we proved [13, Theorem IO] 

k+l++ oL+l~ (3)&Y. 

We cannot fill up the gap between these results if we do not assume G.C.H. 

Problem 5 (Erdcs, Hajnal, Rado). Can one protx without assuming G.C.H. 
that 

%+., ++ ( Ll, (3&J2 
holds ? 

The general problem of Symbol-I for order types seems to be very ramified. 
There are only scattered partial results even in case of ordinal numbers. 

3.2. Spbol-I in case of dewnerable ordinals. Note that cB always denotes 
ordinal power. It seems to be reasonable to consider powers of o in the first entry. 
It is easy to see that 11 -I+ (w + 1, 4)3 (where 7 denotes the type of rational numbers); 
hence we consider only the case I = 2. (0 - (CO, OJ)” follows from Ramsey’s 
theorem, r t, (w + 1, IX)” is trivial for every a < WI. 

E. Specker proved in [37] 

(1) 
c$- (co2, k)2 for k < CO, 

0.P ++ (oJ~, 3)2 for 3 5 n < w. 

E. C. Milner proved 

c@tt (cIF*+~, 3)s for a < c+ 

0) 0.7” 3 (02, 3)s 

~9 --f (03 - 1, k)p for 1, k < CO. 
P. Erdiis proved 

(3) oF*+~-+ (dtl, 4)’ for IX < or. 

A. Hajnal proved recently the following theorem. Let S = {(no, . . . , n+J: 
ni < co for i < k} and [SP = Ur<t Fy be a 2-partition of type I < w  of S. Then 
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there exists an infinite set N of integers, for which the partition (YJVcl is canonical 
an S = ((n,, . . . , 11~~): n, E N for i < k}, i.e. for every pair 

(n,, . . . , n&X4, . . . , m&r. ni, m, f N 

n,<n,omi<mj and ni=mj~m,=mj 

implies that {(n,, . . . , n&I (n,, . . . , nS-J] ET* holds iE 

H ” mar. . . , m,3h,. . . 3 ms,)l EYv 

far every Y < I. 
ADDED IN PROOF. We learned recently that this result was obtained independ- 

ently by F. Galvin. 
This certainly implies that for every n < w  

(4) we ++ (w*.f(n)j2 holds for some f(n) < o. 

Ifj(k, n) denotes the least integer for which o” * (&,f(k, n))” holds fork 2 3, 
the above mentioned result reduces tbe determination off(k, n) to a finite combina- 
torial problem which is not quite easy to answer. We have computed, e.g. that 

/(3,4) = 5, but we still do not know whether 

Problem 6. ~9 -+ (CC+‘, 5)“? 

However, this is obviously a problem of type (C). The real problem is to deter- 
minef(k, n) generally. 

None of the results mentioned gives any information about the following prob- 
Iem of type (3): 

Problem 7. to* --t (fPu, 3)%? 

ADDED IN PROOF (May. 1970). C. C. Chang proved recently &a -+ (cow, 3)2; 
wa -+ (co”, 4)* is still open. See C. C. Chang. A rlleorem in con~hi~~a~ariulse~ theory. 
Preprint. 

3.3. Symbol-1 in case of nondenumerabie order types and ordinals. Whenever 
we have a positive arrow relation a + @*,)I for cardinals, this obviously 
implies a corresponding relation for initial ordinals a -+ @‘J;, ubere a, ,!I, 
are the initial ordinals of n. b,, respectively. If B, < c! for some Y < a(c) one 
can ask for what ordinals #?I, #;.I = 8. does the same relation remain true. Usually 
the method used for the proof of G -+ (b,); yields a slightly stronger result rhan 
a-+ Q?&. There are some results of this type in [Zl], bul most of the problems 
remain unsolved. By Theorem I of [21], we have K, -+ (X,, X# and the proof in 
fact gives w, + (ml, w  + l)*. A. Hajnal proved, using G.C.H. [25] that wz tt 
(c+, co + 2)* holds. 

Problem 8. Can one proee without using the conkman hypothesis thar 
co, t, (q, w $2y holds? 

This might be a problem of type (A). 
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Using G.C.H. the result of [25] gives u!~;~++ (o.+,, coo. + 2)* if h$ is regular 

and, e.g. Theorem I of [13] implies wz;, - ((‘J,+~, (Q(.~ + I)2 for every ZI. These 
leave the following problem open. 

Pro&m 9. Assume C.C.H. Does wdl f-t (CO,+,, w + 2)p hold? 

Qn the other hand, G.C.H. z- wp+% --+ fw, + 1, op + I)* for every p. 
There is no counterexample for the following: 

Problem 10. Assume G.C.H. 
and/or euery p? 

Does then cupi --+ (6,[)* hold for ecery E c opcl 

By Theorem 8 of 1251 we have w1 -, (w * 2, w  * k)* fqr every finite k. 
Thus the simplest unsolved instances are 

Problem 10/A. Does 

WI + (w - 2, cu’)’ 
or 

WI- {o * 3, w - 3)’ 
or 

hold? 
‘*I~ - (w + n, w + n, co + n)* for every R < w 

In cases p > 0 the problem is even more difficult. 
ADDED IN PROOF (May, 1970). F. Galvin communicated to us in a letter 

that he proved oI -+ (CQ . 3, UJ . 3)2; (‘J~ --f (14, &)* is still open. 

Problem 10/B. Assume G.C.H. Does w2 -+ (q + tr), w, + w)* hold? 

10/B might be a problem of type (D) but wt + (0~~ - 2, ujI * 2)? (if true) certainly 
requires new ideas. 

It would be easy to formulate Problem 10 without using G.C.H. We formulate 
one special case. 

Assume CI 2 K,. Does then Q((2”)+) + (i, 6)* hold for every I < f&z+)? 
Let i. denote the type of real numbers. There is no counterexample for 

Probkm 11. Does 7, -+(K): holdfor eeery ec < ml, k < cc? 

By Theorem 31 of [21] we have 1. --, (u) + /I: for f < w. 
It was proved in [25] that i. -+ (OJ + I, co . ?)' holds for every I < w  and ?. + 

(q, do or a*)? holds for every z < ~0~. The simplest unsolved instances are 

Problem 1 l/A. 
1 -+ (02, w*)*? 

1.-+(w’2):? 

I.+(w+l)~ for 25I<w? 

QDDED IN PROOF. F. Galvin proved @-f (K): for every real type @ and 
CL < wti 1. -+ (r): is still unsolved and seems to be difficult. 
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We mention that afl the known results remain valid if I is replaced by a “real 
type” Cp (@ is a real type if Lr)lr 0~: 
ing problem of type (E). 

$ @). This explains our interest in the follow- 

Problem 12. Con one prove a relation 1-+ (O,, Ohs which does not hold for 
every real type @ instead o/l? 

Naturally, one can ask the problems stated in 3.2 for w, instead of w, but there 
are fewer results. 

Specker’s result ws-+ (os, 3)’ stated in (1) of 3.2 generalizes easily but the 
proof of ws -e (we, k)” uses finitely additive measures and breaks down for wl. 

In a forthcoming paper 1221 P. Erdiis and R. Rado state 
(1) for every I and for every finite k, I there exists an n < w  such that w5 . n -+ 

(wc - k 1)‘s 
and A. Hajnal proved 

(2) assume G.C.H., then w~+~ . p f+ {W~~ f of, 3)2 for every p < wan and for 
every t. 

The following remained unsolved: 

Problem 13. Assume G.C.H. 

w; * (wf, 3)2? 

wp * w  - (w*w, 3)4? 

The first one seems to be of type (B). Note that w: ++ (w. + 1, UJ)~ is known 
for every a. 

ADDED IN PROOF (May, 1970). A. Hajnal proved G.C.H. 3 u.I:++ [of, 3y. 
See A. Hajnai, A negnlive partition relation, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. (to 
appear). 

4. Problems for Symbol-II. 
DEFIN~TXON or” SYMBOL-II. Let a, b,, r, c have the same meaning as in the 

definition of Symbol-I. 

We write a % [6.]; if the following statement is true. 
Let S be a set if a is a cardinal and S, < be a (simply) ordered set if a is an order 

type such that [SI = ci and type S( -c) = a respectively. Let further (FJV<rnt,, be 
an r-partition of type c of S. Then there are a subset S’ C S and an ordinal 
Y* < Q(c) such that [S’p c lJvrro<nlc) 7” and [s’[ = bIB or typ S’(X) = b, 
respectively. 

We will use the same self-explanatory abbreviations in cases when some of the 
b;s are equal which were introduced for SymboI-I. 

Symbol-II was first defined for cardinals in [13] and was not yet so thoroughly 
investigated as Symbol-I. It is obvious that, e .g. at-t Lb],“, c > 2 is a much stronger 
counterexample than a++ (b, b)‘-c+ at, [b, bp. 

We mention that in [9] we have proved that if a++ [aE for some r < w  then 
there is a J6nsson aIgebra of power II. 



4.1. The case of the infinite exponents. One would expect that as in case of 
Symbol-I we have a best possible negative result for r 2 &,. There is no counter- 
example for the following. 

Problem 14. ,&tune a, b 2 r 2 He are cardinals. Then a++ [b];.. 

Note that b -+ [bt is trival for c > 6’. Using an idea of J. Nov&k described in 
111 we can prove the following result. 

TAEOREM (UNPUBLESHED). Assume a, r 2 8, are cardinals. Then a -I+ fr&, 

The following simple instance of Problem 14 remains unsolved. 

Problem 14/k Is it true that 

4+MY+lk,+ 

holdsfor every a? Or assuming G.C.H. is it true that at, [&]$ hofdsfor every a? 

Note that for a < K, this might be a consequence of -?-F relations with finite 
exponents. See Problem 17/A, and that assuming G.C.H. we can in fact prove the 

$-F relation for the special case a = N,. 
4.2. Symbol-II, in casp r < w. Theorem 17 of [13] states that G.C.H. j 

x,+1+-+ t~“+&o+l for every cc and it is well known that %-I+ (x,,,, K,+,)s i.e. 

2t-H [N&J& 

Problem 15. Can one prove without assuming C.H. 

LZxo i-t [K,]: or 2n0 t, [2’“]: or K,+-+ [Xl},*! 

This might be a problem of type (A). 
ADDED IN PRoof [May, 1970). We learned from a letter of f. Galvin that 

he proved 2x0 -+ [2no]: for n < w  and N, ++ [St%. 
We would like to stress the importance of the following: 

Problem 16. Let a be an inaccessible cardbtai for which a +-+ (a, a)” holds. 
Dues then a+-+ [a]: hold? 

We do not know if a+-, [UC holds for the first strongly inaccessible cardinal 
a > K,. 

We think that the problem whether n++ [ax hoIds is strongly connected with 
the following. There exists an n-complete field S of subsets of a set X of power a 
generated by at most a elements [X] Ca c Sin which there is no a-complete proper _ 
a-saturated ideal I such that [xl”” c I. 

As to further details of the results concerning (I + [by]: a, b, cardinals we refer to 
[13]. We formulate only one more problem. 

Problem 17 (Erdas, Hajnal, Rado). Assume a 1 HO, 2 5 r < HO, b, > I are 
cardinals and a ++ [b,];. Does then 2” ++ [b, -I- I]; hold? 

We cannot give a positive answer even assuming G.C.H. 



Problem 17/A. Does Z9an -++ [RIP,, hoId? 
and K,,, -t+ [X$cfir 1 < w  ? 

Or does G.C.H. =S X, ++ &&, 

This should be compared with Theorems 17,25, and Problem 3 of 1131. As far 
as we know no one has investigated Symbol-II for types. There are some very 
simple problems we cannot answer. Here is one of them. 

ProbIem 18. 09 4 [w-J& ? 

Note that 09 + [wt]&. k < w  follows from the theorem of A. Hajnal men- 
tioned in subsection 3.2. 

5. Symbol-111 and related problems. 
DEFINITION OF SYMBOL-UI. Let r, c, d be cardinals, u, b types or cardinals but 

b should be a cardinal if a is a cardinal. 

a %Ib]‘,.p denotes that the following statement is true. 
Let S be a set if a is a cardinal and let S, < be an ordered set if II is a type such 

that ISI = u or typ S( <) = II respectively. Let further (.YJr<otc, be an r-partition 
of type c of S. Then there exist an S’ E S and a set N of ordinals less than Q(c) 
such that INI 5 d, [S]’ c U,,..9-y and IS’] = b or typ S’(X) = E respectively. 

Symbol-IIF is Symbol-V of 1131 defined in [13, 18.31. We collected a number of 
results and problems in [U, 18) which we do not repeat here; we only point out 
one of them (Problem 3.1(a) of [13]). 

Problem 19. Assume G.C.H. Does then 

We came to this problem when considering a problem of S. Ulam. Several other 
people have independently considered this problem and though we were unable to 
collect references we know by hearsay that both X, -+ [ KJ&, and x, -i+ [x, ]& 
are proved to be consistent with the axioms of set theory and G.C.H. E.g. F. Row: 
bottom proved that the negative relation follows from Godel’s axiom V = L. 

We formulated this problem because we will formulate a series of other problems 
related to it and some implications between them. 

Let W,,, be a sequence of disjoint sets. The set Xis said to be a transversal 
of the sequence (Q,, if ]A, I? Xl = 1 for every P < 9. 

Problem 19/A. Assume G.C.H. Let (A$,,,, be a sequence of diq’oint sets 
such that \A,[ = &for euery Y < rt+ 

Does there exist a system 9’,1.F/ = X, of almost disjoint transversals (i.e. X, # 
YE Fimplies IX n r/ 5 Q? 

Problem 19/B. Does there exist umfer the conditions of Problem 19/A, a system 

s,13 = 8, of almost disjoint transversals satisfying the following additional 
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condition? IfX,Y~~artdXnA,== YnA,forsomev<q then XnA,= 
Y n A, for euery j4 < v. 

It is easy to see that Problem 19/B is equivalent to the well-known Kurepa prob- 
lem. It is also quite easy to see that Problem 19/B * Problem 19/A 3 Problem 19. 
We cannot answer the following problem. 

S’bblem 19/C. Does either of the implications 

Problem 19 * Problem 19/A, Problem 19/A j Problem 19/B 
hold? 

Au these problems are well known. 
Let o be a regular cardinal, a > X,. Let X be a set of ordinals less than Q(a). 

A functionfdefined on X with ordinal values less than D(u) is said to be regressive 
on X irf(5) < E for every 6 E X. X is said to-be stationary (in Q(u)) if for every 
regressive functionfon X there is a p < n(u) such that (/-1(p)) = II. 

It has been recently proved by R. Solovay that every stationary X is the union 
of a disjoint stationary sets. 

Problem 19/D. Does there exist CI system 9, ].Fj = K, or 2”1 of almost disjoint 
stationary subsets of w,? 

We do not know the answer for any regular a in place of wi. It is easy to see 
that a positive answer to Problem 19/A implies a positive answer to Problem 19/D. 

Some problems related to 19/A will be considered in a forthcoming paper by 
E. C. Milner and the two of us [17). 

We mention one more problem of Kurepa type. We do not know if its inde- 
pendence has already been investigated. 

Problem 19/E, Assume G.C.H. Let ISI = 8,. Does there exBt a fmfily 9, 

1-m = %+I9 6s [SJ%mh that drx=(FnX:F~Pj haspower &,for 
euery X c S, 1x1 = No? 

We turn to a problem concerning Symbol-III in case of ordinals. We mention 
that even Symbol-I yields interesting problems for ordinals in case r = 1, but these 
had been solved and completely discussed by E. C. Milner and R. Rado in 1321. 
One of their surprising results states that p u (~$‘)t,, holds for every p < ~:+t and 
for every E. 

Ibis can be formulated in terms of Symbol-III: p t, @‘}l,, <no holds for 

every P < q+l and for every & 
(Symbol-III was not defined with <N, in place of d, but has a self-explanatory 

meaning.) 
A straightforward generalization of this would be the following: 

Problem 20. Let p < o+, 5 + 1 < 1. Does then 

hold? 
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Thii is certainly a problem of type (A) and we would be interested if a positive 
answer for it is consistent with the axioms of set theory. 

We wish to make some remarks on a special case of it. 

Rob&em. 20/A. Let p < oy Does then P-H [~;a&,~, holdfor every p < %? 

We know the following partial results: 

(1) P* b?lL~ for P < UP”. 

(2) If co? -i+ [o-q’ D x,.l(r, then the answer for Problem 19/D is afimative. 
We formulate two more problems of this type, 

Problem 21. Let p < %. Does there exist a sequence [j& of type p of 
/unctions defined on ordinals < w1 with mlues <CO, sati&ving rhefottowing condition? 

Khenecer v, < vs < p hen the sef 

ProMom 21/A. Does there exist a sequence offunctions sarisfying ihe require- 
ments of Problem 21 and the stronger conditions? 

If VI < V$ < p then 

WI Ill < %ff,tn zf:,cr>ll < Kt. 

We can prove 
(3) A positive answer to Problem 20/A implies that the answer is positive for 21. 
(I), (2), (3) will be published in a triple paper with Milner. It is obvious that 

Problem 21/A =+- Problem 21. 
It is also obvious that a positive answer for Problem 21 and Problem 21/A 

ittthespecialcasesp= u2 + 1 imp&s a positive answer to Problem 19/D, 
Problem 19/A respectively. On the other hand, we do not know if the consistency 
of Problem 21 or Problem 21/A has already been investigated. 

6. Symbol-IV, a -+ (b):a and related problems. 
DEFINITION OF SYMBOL-IV. Let a, b, c be card&&. a -+ [b):xo denotes that 

the following statement is true. Let S be a set ISI = a, Let (T&otc, be an 
r-partition of type c of S for every r < cu. Then there exist an r, < w, a function 
v(t) < Q(c) for r < w  and a subset S’ C S, JS’[ = b such that [S’p c .CQ for 
every r, < r < co. 

Symbol-IV is Symbol-II of [13]. We have proved in [lf that a - (u):Ho holds 
for c < a if a is a measurable cardinal > X, J. Silver has proved recently [34] 
that o t, (8&:% holds for a very large section of cardinals. For other results, 
history, and references see 113) and [34]. 

We will speak about some strongly related problems. 
DEFlNmON OF SYMBOL-IV.l. Let a and b be cardinals. a G- (b)<** denotes that 

the following statement is true. Let S be a set, ISI = a, and let (T;, 3;) be an 
r-partition of type 2 of S for every r < w, such that 

(0) x c s, 1x1 = r -I- 1 implies [XT Q fl@ for every r < o. Then there exist 
an r, < o and S c S such that ISI = b and [S’p c 5-i for every r, < r < w. 



It is obvious that a+(b)en~ implies a-++ @J):~@. 
We have proved several years ago that all the negative results stated for 

Symbol-IV (i.e. Symbol-II with c = 2 in [13]) are valid for Symbol-IV.1 as well. 
The foIlowing problem (of type (E)) arises. 

Problem 22. Does u=~+(&)~~o hold for rhe first strongly imccessible 
cardinal Q > X, (or for a Iorge section of cardinals)? 

We can prove that if we had defined a symbol n+ (b)‘~ by replacing the 
condition (0) of the definition of Symbol-IV.1 by the stronger condition 

w  x= s, 1x1 =r+limpliwI[XPn~~J<r+l--forr<owewould 
have had 2%+, (&,)T** for some I < w, but we do not know if I can be replaced 
by 1. 

We define a Symbol-IV.2 which is in the same relation to Symbol-IV as Symbol- 
II is to Symbol-I. 

DEFINITION OF Sunrso~4V.Z Let a, b, c be cardinals. 
a -+ [b)daa is said to hold if the following statement is true. 
Let S be a set IS] = a. Let further (F&<occ, be an r-partition of type c of S 

for every r < o. Then there exist S’ c S, r. < w  and a function r(r) < UJ for 
r < o such that 

rs;r c. u c for every r < w. 
v+dr);ra2k) 

It is obvious that a f, [f~&‘” for c 2 2 is a stronger counterexample than u f, 

@P. 
We cannot even decide 

We always suspected that there is a t, relation. We do not know if a-+ [&,]za* 
holds for any “relatively small” cardinal. 

This might be a problem of type (D). 

ADDED IN PROOF- Let a + (b):!!OT* ,..., do, . . . . a . . . . denote the following statement: 
Let S be a set, (S( = a. Let fur&r (J;), I < a(~-,) be an r partition of type r, 

of S for every r < w. 
Then there are sets & of ordinals less than Q(c,) and S’ C S such that 

J. E. Baumgartner and independently R. Rado and we proved that x0- 

rq!2,, ,... do . . . . . d ,... holds provided c, < w  and d, - + 00 if r -+ 4-a. This 
impbes obviously a negative solution of Problem 23. 

7. Polarized partition relations and related problems. 
DEFINITION OF SYMBOL-V (see [13, 3.3& (I) Let a, b, c, d,, e,,f., g,, Y < R(c) 

be cardinals. 
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is said to hold if the foIlowing statement is true. 
Whenever S,, S1 are sets such that j&l = o, ]S,l= b and (.Fv)v<R,el is a 

partition of S, x S, then there exist q, < Cl(c), Si C S,, S; C S, such that S; x 
S; c S, and either IS;/ = d, and IS;/ = e, or &,I =I, and ISi/ = g,. 

We write 

if d. = f,, e, 5: g, for t < Cl(c). 
(2) Let r = re + * - - -t f,--1, I < 0 for au r < 0. 
Let ui, b,,,, c be cardinals for i < I, P < C!(c). 

is said to hold if the following statement is true. 
Whenever 5’$, i < I are sets such that IS,1 = aj for i < I and (fP,II<ntcf is a 

partition of [S,p X . * . x &-$-I then there are subsets Si c S,. for i < I 
and s,, < Q(C) such that ISJ = b,,,, for i < I and 

Obviously 

means the same as 

One could give a definition of Symbol-V for types under obvious restrictions 
for tbe entries as in the case of the previous symbols. It is also obvious that as in 
case of Symbols-I,-11 a corresponding “square bracket” symbol can be defined, e.g. 
in the definition of 
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In [t3] we have investigated the symbol as detined in (1)with c = 2, and assuming 
G.C.H. in almost every case. 

We mention the following 

Problem 24 (Erdos, Hajnal, R&do). Assume G.C.H. Does then 

Problem 25 (Erdos, Hajnal, Rado). Assume G.C.H. 

See Problems 12 and 14 of [13]. For a discussion of the known results see [13]. 
We think that both problems might be of type (A). 
We mention that unlike in the case of Symbol-I most of our results use G.C.H. 

essentially and even the simplest problems seem to be unsolvable. 
We do not know the answer to 

Problem 26. Does 

hold if we do not asswne C. H. ? 

ADD= IN PROOF (May, 1970). We learned from a letter of F. Galvin that 
Lam proved that 

is consistent with ZF + AC. 
C.H. implies even 

Xl 
0 ( 

XL so Xl &I 
K, ++ x, ” x, ’ K, ” x, ) * 

We did not investigate the case c 2 x0 in detail. We mention that a surprising 
number of set theoretical problems can be formulated with the help of the polarized 
partition symbol. 

We mention, e.g. that 

is equivalent to Problem 19/A, 
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The fotiowing s&gbt& weaker statement seems to be of type (A) as well. 

Probiem 23. Assume G,cIH. Does then 

Note that the me&o& of i[u] give the foilowkg results: G.C.H. S- 

WC never investigated Symbol-V as de&& in (2). The methods of 1131 would 
give a positive relation if the ear&r&s a,. . . , n,, are iarge and far from each 
other but the utber cases must lead to wmpkated and invahrtd problems. 

We know, e.g. from a result of SkrpGski [35j that 

bokis. We stare the foliowing problem of type (D). 

Problem% 

This shcdd be compared with Lemma 3 of [13f. Note that one can ask fhe 
pro&m without assuming G.C.H. far a singular strong limit cardinal instead of 
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K, atid a correspunding version of Lemma 3 [13] remains valid for singular strong 
limit cardinals. 

Let 

denote that the foilowing statement is trac: 
Whenever [.!Tj = a and (YO, .sf*j is a t-partition of type 2 of S, then either there 

exist S, s”, S n S” = 0, ISI = b, ITI’= c such that XES, YE 5” implies 
fx, y) E Fa or there exists S c S, 1st = d such that IS’)” c Y,. It is obvious 
that a more general symbol corresponding to Smybol-I can be defined and with the 
help of the methods of 1131 we can discuss almost all the problems, e.g. 

G.C.H. =r K,-+ 

holds. We mention one which remains unsolved. 

Note that as a corollary of Theorems I, 10 of [U] we have 

Prabtem 32. Assunze G.C.H. Does there exist Q graph Q = {g. G) wirh 
tgl = X,, not conraking a subgroph of rj’pe I%, K,J for which there exist II set 
ISj = K, nnd a 2-pmririo~ (TO, .F,) of S such rhm neither Ihe graph (S, S,) nor 
rhe graph (S, .Fl) contains a subgraph isomorphic IO 3? 

This could be expressed by K, t, (9, Y)z and would be a further strengthening 
of the reiation 
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(For the graph terminology used here see, e.g. [lo].) 

9. Problems on set mappings. Let S be a set. A function f with domain 
[Q or [q’” and withf(X) c S - X, If(X)/ < b is said to be a set mapping on S 
of order jb and of type a (<a) respectively. 

5” c S is said to be a free subset iff(X) n s’ = 0 for X E IS”? (or X E [S’)<3, 
respectively. 

D~F~MT~ON OF Sykl~o~-VI. (m, CI, 6) z n (or (m, <a, b) z n) is said to 
hold if for every S, IS] = m and for every set mapping of type a (of type <a) and 
order <b there exists a free subset S’ c S, ]S’J = n. 

We introduced set mappings of type >1 in fil We will point out some 
problems stated in 115 

In [l] Theorem 7 we proved that (m. < X,, b) -% m hoIds for b < m provided 
m is O-l measurable. In view of the recent results one can expect a positive answer 
to 

Problem 33. Does (m, <&, 2) & X0 or at least (m, <X, &,) & &, holdjot 

those m for which m $+ (k$,):#* holds? 

As a matter of fact we could not prove this even for m = N, 
See Problem 1 of [I]. 
This problem is also relevant to Jonsson’s probiem, see [9, p. 223. 

We know that m & (n>” implies (m, k, b+) % n but here we do know that 
the positive results thus obtained are the best possible. 

Probh?m 34. 
(A) Assume that m isregular andm -&+ (m, m)“. Does then (m,2,2) & nt hold? 
(B) Assume G.C.H. Does then 

hoid? 

(Note that m i-+ (m, rn)l implies mtt (m, 4)’ 1271 and N2-t-> (XX, H,++ (H&, 
holds if G.C.H. is assumed. See [13].) If m is a singular strong limit cardinal then 
m tt (m, m)” but (m, 2.2) -, m. 

Pmblem 35 (HajnaI). Assume G.C.H. Let S be tl set 1.91 = X,,,. Let f be a 
set mapping on S uf type 1 and order 2 N,+I. Assume further that If(x) n f(y)/ < 
M, for mery pair x # y E S. 

Does fhere exisl a free subset of power X, ? 

In [Z-S, Theorem l] assuning G.C.H. this problem is settled in the negative 
for cardinals &.+r where K, is regutar (K, stands for &(ca,+l). 



Problem 36 (Hajnal). Ler S, < be urt ordered set of type wl. L-e/f be a set 
mapping on S of order I;wl arrd of type 1. Assume fwlher that If(x) R f @)I < H, 
for every pair x # y E S. 

Ler a < wt. Does there then exist u free subset S’, such rhat typ S’( <) = a? 

Note that the answer is positive if a < ~9 * 2. (See 1251.) 
The following problem on almost disjoint sets is strongly connected to the prob- 

lems mentioned above 
Let (S] = 6; does there exist a system 5 c (p such that g is almost disjoint. 

i.e. A, B ES, A # B implies (A A Bl < a and such that for S’ c S, IS’1 = u+ 
there is an A E 9, A c S’? It was proved in [ZS] that the answer is yes if II 2 X, 
is regular and b = at and G.C.H. holds. The simplest unsolved problems are 

Problem 37 (Hajnal). What is the answer to rhe aboce statedproblem if C.C.H. 
holds and 

(A) a = $,,, b = &,+,, 
(B) No, b = &t? 0= 

Many special and difficult problems arise if we consider set mappings of type 1 
on the set R of real numbers under different conditions imposed on the setsJ(x). 

Here are some typical unsolved ones. 

Problem 38. Let f be a set mcpping of type 1 on R. 
[A) Assume that/is nowhere dense in R. Does there then erist a free subset of 

power X, ? 
(B) Let f be closed and of measure 5 1. Does there then exist u free subset of at 

leust 3 points? 
(C) Ler f be boutided and of outer measure < 1. Does there then exist an infinite 

independent set ? 

REMARKS. In case (A) A. Mate [31] proved that for every e < wt there exists 
an independent set of type G(. We do not even know the answer in case (A), if 
f(x) is an w  sequence with limit point x for every X. 

In case (B), Gladysz 1241 proved that there is an independent pair. 
In case (C) we proved in [Z] that for every k < w  there exists an independent 

set of k elements, but an independent set of power x, does not necessarily exist. 

10. Problems on families of sets stated in [4]. 
DEFINITION. A family 9 is said to have property B if there is a set B such 

that A n B # 0 and A n -B # 0 for every A E 9. f is said to have property 

B(s) if there is a set B such that 1 5 (A n B/ < s for every A E 5, 

Problem 39. Assume C.C.H. Let 1st = X,1, 9 c [SIni and assume 
1 A n BI < K8 for every prir A + B E 9. 

Does then 9 possess property B( 8,) or at ieast property B ? 

The statement is true if K,, is replaced by a smaller cardinal. 
For the background see [4]. We think that this is a problem of type (B) if not 

of type (A). 



The foilowing problem seems to be oft’ype (A). ?here are many possible ver- 
sions in which to fmnu!ate it. 0~ d @se 1% the following. 

Pro&m 40, 1s ir true that ecery FY wtth /.Pf < 2na, F G [SIG has property EL ? 

(If C.H. holds, the answer is obv&,~siy yes.) 
In [4] we have stated the following problem ~TJ: 
Assume Q = <g, C> is a graph crf K, vertices. Suppose that every subgaph J’ 

of it spanned by at most K, vertices has chromafic number I; X,. Does then B 
have chromatic number Ix,,? Recently in [12] we proved that the answer is 
negative. 

We have proved assuming G.C:,H. that there exist graphs &+1 of power &+, 
for every k < w  such that every subgraph of 9 kil spatmed by at most X,-vertices 
has chromatic number I, HO, but ‘YkTZ has chromatic number greater than X,. (In 
fact, we prove a more general result which can even be Formmated without G.C.H.) 

The following problems remain open: 

Problem 41. Asswne G.C.H. 
(h) Does there exist agraph 3 DJ x,,, vertices, with chromatic number > X,, 

such t.kt every subgraph SY spanned by& less than N,,, vertices has chromatic 
number at most X,? 

(B) Does there exist a graph 9 with ‘8, vertices wirh chromatic number X, such 
that each subgraph spanned by less than N, vertices has chromatic number I; X,? 

Note that a corresponding genuine problem can easily be formulated without 
G.C,H. It is quite possible that the answer to 41/A is yes if N,,r is replaced by any 
regular cardinal a which is not too large (a E C, A &a] s (=I of Keister-Tarski 

PW 
Our methods of [12] break down for some very simiIar problems stated in 141. 

Problem 42 Assunre G.C.H. 
(A) Does there exist a family 3% /P-I[ = x,, 9 E fSJX@ for some S, such that 

if .F’ c g, j,$q E X, then 3’ possesses properfy B and d does not possess 
pr0pert.y B ? 

(B) Does t#ere exist u graph Q ofpower K, such rhat every s&graph 3’ spanned 
by less fhun X, oeriices can be directed so that rhe number of directed edges emanating 
from a vertex isJTIlite for every vertex, but f&s is no longer true for the graph 59? 

(C} (W. Gustin) A fanritfy.9 is said to haveproperty G ifthere exists afunctionf 
with D(f) = 3’snch that f (F) ES andf(A) # f(3)for every pair A + 3 E 9, 

Does there exist a farnib 9, i9f = X,, 9 c [s]Xo such thut every subfamiiIy 
P c 9, fp) < x, has property i, but F does not possess property G? 

We mentibn that a number of r&ted problems are a&ted in [4] Bvhich we do not 
repeat here. Note that in view of the results stated in [2X] and [30] Problem 10 
of [4] has already been solved. We state one more proMem of [4] which seems to 
be of type (A) but of quite different character. 

Problem 43. Let S be the set of ordinals less than wL. Dues there exist a 
function f with D(f] = toI, R(f) c w, such that f[& < 4 fir every 5 < cu,, 
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and for every limit number ~5 there exists an increasing sequence of ordhzais I,, 
n < w, lim 6, = E such that 6, = f (&.J for n < w  ? 

ADDED IN PROOF. J. E. Baumgartner proved that the answer to Problem 43 
is a&mative, and that it is certainly not of type (A). 

11, F’nNems on chromatic and colouring aumbers of graphs [lo], [Ill. For the 
resnf~ underlying Problems 44-50 see [lo] and for the rest see [ll]. 

P&&RI 44. Assume C.H. Does there exist a graph 3 with X, vertices of chro- 
matic number %z which does not contain a complete graph of 3 elements and does 
not contain a connplete even graph [HO, X,] ? 

ADDED IN PWOF (May, 1970). A positive answer is given in Hajnal’r paper 
mentioned on p. 24. 

(A completeeven graph la, b] consists of two disjoint sets IAl t a, IB( = b and 
of the edges with one e+oint in A andone endpoint in B.) The answer is affirma- 
tive by 110, 5.91 if 3 is repk& by Nb. 

A positive answer would be implied by 

Problcrir 45. 
(A) Asswne CG is n graph of chromatic number a 2 X,. Does then 9 contoiti n 

&graph 9’ of chromatic number a such that 9’ does not contain a triangle? 
(This might be a probiem of type (D).) 
(B) Does there exist a function f (k) < w, for k < cu szrch that f (k) -+ + ~1 if 

k --P + CO and such that every graph with chromatic number 2 k contaitts a subgraph 
of chromatic mmtber 2 f(k) not confaBring triangles? 

Bobkin 46. Let 29 be a graph of chromatic number greater thltn N,. Does then 
9? contain odd circzdts of Iength 2i + 1 for i > j for some j < w  ? 

The answer is affirmative if d has chromatic number greater than x,. 

Problem 47. Let 9 beagrapkof chromaticnumber H, andput N = (i < w  : there 
is a circuit of length i contained in S]. Is it true that 

DEFNT~ON. The colouring nunzber o)‘a graph 9 is the smallest cardinal b for 
which the set of vertices has a well-ordering x satisfying 

[fy < x:y is connected to x in q[ < 6 

for every vertex x. 
The colouring number of a graph is greater than or equal to its chromatic 

number. 
The problem involved In the Symbol-VII to be defined is due to R. Rado. 

fhtNiTtON OF sYmctL-vlr. (a, 6) vrr_ (c, d) is said to hold if every graph 3 
with a vertices, aI whose subgraphs spanned by a set of power <b have colouridg 
number SC, has colouring number Id. 

In [lo] we prove several results concerning this symbol. 
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l’mbkm 48. Assww G.C.H. 

(A) (X,, W z CY, W 

@I t%b*v %lE& X3? 

Here (N,, X&E (&, X,) is tme. 
This should be compared with Problem 41/A. 
We prove in PO, Theorems 9-I and to.1 ] 

fa,KJ%(k,Zk-2) for Zskkm, a&&raq 

but 
vn VET 

j&, KB)-t-f (k,2k - 3) and (N,, &J-f-+ &,2k - J),n < w  

provided G.C.H. h&k. 

PmbIem 49. Assume G.C.X Is&,+, XsltCE) T% (k, I) twfor somel < 2k - 2? 

problem 58. A.sww 0X.H. is it frw lkaf if C?? has #,, wrfices and does MN 

con&z a compkte even graph I&,, X& ikcrr 9 has c&wring number 2 Xl ? 

TbisistrueifX w1 is replaced by a smdtezcardina1 a. This should be compared 
Mh Problem 39, since the method for proving the theorems for a < K,, is very 
simifar. 

We turn to graph decomposition problems considered in (Ii]. 
DEFINITION OF SYMBOL-VIII. Let 3 = (g, G) be a graph with set of verticesg 

and with set of edges G c kgl”. 
The svence 8, = (g 6S G 1 6S , E < p> is said to be an edge decomposition of type 

lq[ of g iFgi = g and Uicrp G, = G. (An edge decomposition of a compIete 

graph G = (gl &p} is a two partition of the set g.) (a, h) % cc, d> denotes that 
every graph 9’ of a vet&es not containing a complete subgrapb of power b has an 
edge decomposition Qi, E < C?(c), of type C where the members 9; da nut contain 
a complete d graph. 

Though the problems seem to be quite fundamental our results are very sketchy. 
We know, e.g. 

holds for every k < w[i.e. G.C.H. => (x4, #& +-+ (X,, k), k < w], but probably 
the relation in the following problem is true. 

vrn 
Prabrem 51. ((2y+, XJ -t--t (I& k)jor k < to? 

(Nate that (2**, (2x0)+) -Z (No, 3) is trivial since 2”s -& [3& holds.) 

Prablem 52. ((2X0)+, R,) VItI (&,, XJ 1 
vrn 

We bo aat know if (BI, Ka+ + (tie, rS,,] holds bt any m > 2% SO it might be 
tbaf every graph not containing a complete RI graph can be decomposed into the 
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union of &, graphs not containing complete &, graphs. However, this seems to be 
VII1 

very unlikely. We suspect that ((2Hp)+, Ml) N (K,, X0) holds or at least assum- 
-aI1 

ing G.C.H. one can prove (&, &) f--t (N,, K,,). 
Note that x, has a special role in Problem 52. We know, e.g. that 

VIII 

Kw+. cm+) -I-+ No, w 

holds; i.e. mming G.C.H. 

o&9 wF-40, %I, 

and hi&y 
VII1 

06, Q- (% 3). 

We do not know the answer for the following. 

%TII 
Problem 53. Does(m,k f I)c-+&k) holdfsr my m > 2Hc, 3 < k < w? 

(Does (fF&)+, 4) TIII_ (NB, 3) hold?) 
VIII 

rhere is a very interestingfiniteproblem here. It is obvious that (a, &)-+-+(c, d), 

a 2 & holds if b 5 (d)f is true. One can ask if this is a best possible condition 
if 8, b, c, d are finite. ‘This is certainly not SO, since 6 is the smallest number for 

which b -f, (3); holds but there is an a(2,3) = a for which (a, 4)z (2,3) holds. 
(This was proved by Volkmann, but the involved proof is still unpublished, (I 

is very large.) 
It 1s reasonable to conjecture 

Probiem 54. For erery pair of integers c, d there exists atI integer a(c, d} such 
that 

TIII 
MC, 4, d + 1) -I--+ (c, 4 

holds. 

We cannot make any guess on the order of magnitude of a@, d). 

12. Problems of [14] and ES]. In [14] we consider several arrow relations of 
new type. We point out only one problem of the 1.5 problems stated there. 

DEFINITION OF SYMBOL-IX. Let a, b, c, d be types or cardinals, e a cardinal but 
b, c, d are cardinals if a is a cardinal. Let S, < be an ordered set of type a or a set of 

cardinal a respectively. u % [b, c2 is said to hold if for every family 9, ISI = e 
of subsets of S, either there is an S’ of typ S’(< ) = b ([S’i = b) such that for every 
x = S’, typ X(<) = rl (IX1 =rl)thereisanAET,Xc AorthereisanS” c S, 
typ S’(4) = c (IS”1 = c) and an .F’ c T,lS’j = e such that S” n U 9” = 0 
respectively. 
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Though these problems seem to be of type (E), because of the involved formula- 
tion, they are certainly diilicult and, e .g. Problem 55/A might even be of type (A). 

As usual the problems for types are more ramified and we do not have the space 
to discuss them here, 

In [S] we considered probkms of the following type. 
Let S be a se% tSi s L and fetfbe a function &fined on is]*, which associates a 

Lebesgue meesm&Ie s&set f(X) of [0, I] of Lebesgue measure nr(X) 2 u to 
every X E ffl. RX what type of subsets .F of fq does there neczssari~y exist a 
c e LOO, I] such ti& c E flzpYf(X)? 

We define a cxxsesponding Symbd-X (a, u>* -% d where A stands for the corre- 
sponding ciasr of s&se.. of [*. We have genuine resnRs only in case k = 2. 
We mention two of them: 

where Es + Iii stands for the &ss of complete subgraphs of z + I elements. 

If m > H, then (m, u)* 5 8, for evev positive u, 

We can prove (F, 14)~ -& X, for II 5 4, but our proof for (2blo, 247 $4 K, for 
u arbitrary uses C.H. 

Problem 56. Can one proce (PQ, u)” $+ Xi for some u > !J without using C.H. ? 

It is clear from the remarks given in [8] that this problem is strongly connected 
with Problem 15. 

Here are two other problems of [8] we are interested in. 

Problem 57. 

(B) (X,, uys 9x3, qfior u =+ 4, 
where 5 X,, 8,: is u complete Z?,,, #o eceti graph? 

We know that (B) is false for ri < $ 

13. Miscenawous anp&ied pr&W. 

Problem 58. Let S be Q ser, 1st = a > 2%. &es there exisi a disjoint X,,- 
parrition tJ, z n+,P.9+‘r = IS)” of S saff&+ng #hefollowing condition? 

Whenever A,, N < w  is a sequence of disjoint subsets of S, I.&I = 2 for every 
II < ‘v then for every Y < fi(ZK*) there is an X E TV such that X is a transversal 
of the sequence A,, rl < o), 



If the answer is affirmative this is an improvement of the theorem mentioned 
before Problem 14/A. Note that for a = 2uo the answer is yes. 

For a > 2x0 we do not even know the answer for partitions of type 2. 
ADDED IN PROOF. &men and F. Galvin proved that the answer to Problem 

58 is affirmative for partitions of type 2.and of type 2uo respectively. 
~TTION OF SYMBOL-XI. Let S, ISI = u be a set and let -“I, ,g be classes of 

dxgraphs of the complete graph with vertices S. (a, h, d) % (c, 9) is said 
to hold if the foliowing statement is true. 

Whenever gf, E < Q(6) is a sequence of graphs g; E & then there is a 
+T* E D and a set C of ordinals <Q(b) ICI = c such that for 6 E C, g* and 9 have 
no common edga. 

We have several unpublished results on Symbol-XI. 
Let &(d, a) be the set of subgraphs of a complete graph of II vertices not con- 

taining complete d-graphs. Let O(d, a) be the set of complete subgraphs of a 
complete graph of u vertices spanned by d elements. 

We can prove the following results: 

!U m,, Y. d(3, WS’. (%m% w 
and 

(2) (rt,, K,, -@@(3, rt3) 5 oh, a% w 
but 

SI 
(3) 0% x,3 d(3. w s-t tx,, .@w,, w 

provided C.B. holds. 
The following seems to be an intriguing unsolved case. 

Problem 59. Does (X,, X,, xJ(4, X1)) % &, 8(X,, X3) hold or does 

(X,, X,, d(4, &,)) Sf_ (X,, B( X,, XJ) hold? 

We also do not know whether the relation in the following problem is true. 
SI 

Problem 60. Does IX,,, K,, &’ (X,, XJ) f-t (X,, D (X0, E(J) hold? 

hD!3 IN PROOF. using the polarized partition t&tiOn Y one can express 
Problems 59 and 60 as follows: 

and 

respectively. 
The answer to both of these problems is affirmative. As to Problem 59 the 

following is true: If a 2 X, is O,l-measurable then 

holds for every b < II. 



The proof of this will be published in a forthcoming paper ofA, Hajnal in the 
Fundamenta MathematIcae. 

As to Probiem 60 we proved that 

holds for every O-1 measurable cardinal a 2 M,, c < (r. 
Then F. Galvin proved that 

(2) +(Z@ 

holds for r. c < x,. 
He conjectured t’hae 

will hold fat c < u where a is O-1 measurable cardinal greater than 8,. 
This was proved by A. Hajnal. FOT the proof see the above mentioned paper. 

We give some more samples of the existing results. 
Let D’([cQ, &, a) be the class of subgraphs of the complete graph [a] not 

containing com@ete even gal, UJ graphs. 
We have 

f& every I, k < fu but a $--t relation holds with each of the classes standing on 
the right-hand side for every I < o or k < w  respectivefy. 

La @&,aJ, a) be the class of complete even 16, anI subgraphs of the 
compkte graph CZ. 

We know 
11 

(5) t% % dttree, W-t, 1% %%, U, W. 

But we do not know 

With .8(X,, %) we have an -+ refarion because of (I). (We do not even know 
the answer in case of disjoint trees.) 

The results‘ mentioned above will be pubkhed in a forthcoming paper by the 
two of us. 

ADDED IN P~~QOF. Using C.H. the answer to Problem 61 is negative. In fact 
we have much stronger negative results. See our forthcoming paper mentioned 
above. 

14. MkceIlaeeous problems continue& As a corolfary of Lemma 5A of El31 
we kmw that 
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We do not know 

Problem 62. Let 2 < r < W, ISI = expc, (X,). Does there exist an r-partition 
(.F& F;) of type 2 of S satisfying the follolring conditions? 

(1) s = s, IS( = K, implies [SIP Q .Ti for i < 2 but 
(2) SC S,Is’l- x, implies that for every n < w  andfor every i < 2 there is 

an S: c S, jSJ = n such rhat [S;p c F,, 
Lt is possible that (2) can be replaced by the stronger condition 
(2’) S c S, IS”1 = $ implies that there are SJ c S’, IS:1 = N, such that 

[s;]’ = r* for i < 2 

A positive answer toProblem 62 would be an improvement of the theorem of [13] 
already mentioned and it would be useful for the discussion of the following general 
problem which we formulated from an old result of W. Sierpinski [36]. 

DEFINITION OF SYMBOL-XII. A family 5 of sets is said to have property 
B(Q, b), b 2 3, if 9”’ = 9, I.-F’/ = a implii that for every b’ < b there is an 
.F” c ZF’, [.F”/ = b’, n .F’ # 0. @(a, 3) means that .F does not contain a 
disjointed subfamily of power a.) 

(4 n)- xn ((I, b) is said to hold if the Cartesian product of two families 
having property B(a, b) has property B(m, n). 

rt is easy to see that 

(1) (m, b+) % (a, b+) 

is equivalent to 
mL(a): for b 5,~; 

hence, e.g. (2*, 3) f, (x1, 3). 
This was proved by Sierpiriski and in fact his example gives (2% 3) i+ (N,, &) 

but we do not know 

Preblem63. Asstme3~r<w. 
Is it true that 

or 

Iwlds? 
A positive answer to Problem 62 implies a positive answer to Problem 63. 

Prabaem 64. Do there exist ~IVCJ families .F), .Fz both haring property B(&, &) 
and such that s = S, x .FB does not possess property B(exp, (K,), H,) for ewy 
k <w? 

We have some more partial results on the Symbol-XII which will be published 
later. 
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We kn65w that the answer is affirmative fox p < 69 f I. The irst rtnsoh2ed case 
&p= w  + 2. 

In P forthcoming paper with E. Milner we win prove that if&e condition that 9 
doesnot contain an infiaitepath is replaced by the condition that d dues rtotcorkn 
a quadrilateral then the answer is aflkmative for every p aen if q is replaced by q. 

The f&owing simple problem seems to be strongly connected with w&known 
problems concerning denumerable order types. 

ProBfew 67 (Erdas, M&r, Hajnal). Let Q = (g, G) be P graph such tbt 
&I = K, und let < be mt ar&trarJ order&g of g. 

A.imm 98 does iwf cmtuin a qmadrt?atemi. Put 8 = typ gC< 1 imd ammte tksll 

W v&g - W&c 12 8 f~f =yy 3 Eg. 

Dim then g eontoin a mkwt g’, typ g’C4 ) = 8 suck tkat g’ cmttabts PI0 edge of B? 

The proMem whether for an arbitrary 8 there exist only finitely many vertices x 
whiih do not satisfy (a), is eqivalent to the we&fcnown problem whether a de- 
numerable order type has only finite+ many f&d poirtt~ 

ADUED IN PROOF &by, IWO). Laver proved that the answer to Problem 67 
is affirmative. 

‘Es probkm is stated in ftZ] where several simikr problems are form&ted 
for tile case p( = H,. OR the other hand, using the methods of [13] some general 
results can be proved which we preserve for later ptrbkation. We mention only 
one of them. 

If- fSl = Y tQ-Jd W,h<** is a 2-par&ion of type r* of S such that [s”p (= 

U”CC;C<Ut -f? im$ies IS’1 i; & for I < w, then there is a subset X c S, 
IX1 = & suck that every pair of X belongs to different .T,‘s. 
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I%o?&?m 69. Let B = (g, G) be a graph [gl = X,, Assume thar for eoery 
g’ c g there is a g” C g’ such fhat g” is finite and each Fertex of g’ - g” is adjacent 
10 at leas: one ekmenl of g” . 

Does then % amlrrin a complere N, graph? 

Let 9 = (g, Gj be agraph and Id fl be a family of sets. We will briefly say that 
.F a-represerrls 3 if there is a one-to-one mapping p of g onto 9 such that 

A # k3~g are connected in S iff If(A) nf(B)I < a. 

Assuming G.C.H. we can prove that if a is regular then every graph 0 of at 
most a+ vertices can be a-represen%d by a family F of subsets of a set of power a. 

We cannot answer 

Problem 70. Assume G.C.H. Let ‘3 be agraph of X,, t!errices. Carl it be Et,- 
rgpresented by afamily .F ofsubsets of a sei of power K, ? 

Let A be a set and .F a family of subsets of A. Let a = {aJ$ +,be a sequence of 
type F of elements of A. 9 strongly cnrs a if for every t < Q there exists an A, E 9 
S&I that A, IT a = @I&<~ 

In (201 P. Erdiis and M. Makkai proved that IAl 2 K,, 131 > A implies the 
existence of a sequence of type w  which is either strongly cut by 3 or is strongly 
cut by the famiIy of the complements of @ in A. 

The foilowing simple problems remain unsolved. 

Pro&n 71 (ErdiSs, M. Makkai). 
(A) A.rsrune IAl = X,, 191 > X,. Does there then exist a $equence of type IU 

strong@ cut by F ? 
(B) Assume IAJ = N,, ISI > k?,. Does there exist a sequence of iengrrt t, 

o + 2 5 5 5 q which is strongly cut either by .F or by rhefamily of the comple- 
ments? 

ADDED I# PROOF (May, 1970). Recently S. Shelah obtained a number of 
results concerning this problem which we do not know yet in detail. 

Problem 72. Assrmme J with jgf = R, does n& cocttain a complere x, graph. 
Does then its complement contain a topoJogica1 complete H, graplt ? See [7J. 

&FlNlTlON OF !iiYMFZ.OL-XIII. (1 "I' --+ (b, c, d) is said to hold if the following 
statement is true. If 1st = a and 9 is a family of subsets of S, such that A E.F 
implies IAl < b and A, # A, E.F implies A, $ As then there are an S’ C S and 
9 c F with IS’1 = c, 19’1 = d such that S’ n (U 3’) = 0. 

Assuming G.C.H. we can give an almost complete discussion of this symbol 

and many results can be proved without assuming G.C.H. If u A (a, aY holds 
XIII 

tbena- (a, a, a) hoIds a~ well. The only genuine unsolved problem is the 
foilowing. 
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Problem 73. Asslrnle a is strongly itsacressi&e Imd a & (a, tij’. Does then 
SIII 

a-t-, (a, a, a) hold? 

Problem 74 (E&is, Rado). AYsrcrne C.C.H. Lef d be fhe chm ofgraphs of 
at most X, vertices such that the calency of euery vertex is iess tkm & Daes there 
exist u g5, = (go, G,> E & such that every B E si’ is isommpkic to a subgraph of Ya 
spanned by some subset of gd? 

Problem 75 (Erdas, Milner). Assume G.C.H. Let IS[ = &, and let P be a 
family F c fsp, IFI = x,,. Does there then exist a diq’oint parfition 
A~B~C=SofSsuchthat~C~~&,andbothAUCmdBUCcontain~,, 
elements of 9 ? 

Problem 76 (P. Erdiis). Let .F be a fatni& of ana!irtic functions in the unit 
circle so that for ‘every 2, I{f(Z) :f c F}l 5 a. Is it true that F has power <a? 

This problem was asked for a = X, by J. Wet& and P. Erd& proved that in 
this case the problem is equivalent to 2 Xe > 8,. If ZKo > a+, then the answer is 
affrmative in general. The real problem is, e.g. whether 2% = N, implies that 
the answer is negative with a = K, (see [19D. 

17. Some problems in topology; a problem 08 generalized U&II matrices. The 
second author and I. Juhisz considered several problems in general topology where 
the methods of combinatorial set theory could be appplied. We sate some of the 
unsolved problems which seem to be of purely set theoretical character, too. 

Problem 77 (.f. de Groot, B. A. Elimov, J. Isbeii). Does there exist a 
Hausdorff space of (2%}+ points not containing a discrete subspace of ut least x1 
points? 

The sharpest result is given in [29], a Hausdorff space of (ZZ”O)+ points contains 
a discrete subspace of H, points. For references, see also [29]. 

Problem 77/A (A. Hajnal, I. Juhhz). Assume G.C.H. Let R be an ordered 
sef JR/ = H, surh t/rar the character of every point of R is X,. Does there then exist 
a dis$inted system F of power X, of open intervals of R? 

Note that there is an obvious connection with a special case of the generalized 
So&in problem. 

P~&&Iu 78 (A. Hajnal, I. Juh&sz). Does Fhere exist a hereditarily separable 
Haaudorff space of cardinality greater than that of the cbn~inuum? 

Problem 79 (A. Hajnal, I. Juh&sz). Assume G.C.H. Does there exist a regular 
spuce of power K,, such rhat each subspace of power K, of it has weight K,? 

We proved this for Hausdorf: spaces assuming G.C.H. See 1291. 

Problem 80 (A. Hajnal). Let a be the first weak/y inaccessible cardit& >& 
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Let 1st = a. Does there exist a triangular matrix A,., of subsets of Sfor E < 7 < 
a(a) sati5-&*g the following conditions: 

{I) for eGpry I < Q(a) thefamitv {Aa,,jl,,,nc,, is disjointed? 

(2) for ffeiy 9 < Wh IS - Uccs A:,J < f.z? 

This would beastraightforward generalization of Ulam matrices for inaccessible 
cardinals, and it would give a short direct proof of the fact, that there is an a 
complete field of sets generated by at most a elements containing [S]l* in which 
there is no a complete proper a-saturated ideal containing [S]‘“. 

This statement holds for a wide class of weakly and strongly inaccessible cardi- 
nals. 

In 1950, answering a problem of S. Ulam, L. Alaoglu and P. Erdijs proved [IS] 
that if ISI is less than the first weakly inaccessible cardinal, then one cannot define 
?& cr-additive O-I measures on S so that every subset of .S is measurable with respect 
to one of them. It is obvious from their proofthat as a corollary of recent results of 
R. Solovay this would hold if [St is even larger. Though we did not investigate the 
problem very closely, it might be worth mentioning that the following simple in- 
stance of the problem seems to be still unsolved. 

Problem 81 (S. Warn). Lei IS[ = K,. Can one define H, o-additive O-1 
measures on S so that each subset is measurable with respect to one of them? 

We do not know what happens if O-1 meacure is replaced, e.g., by real valued 
measure. 

Problem 82 (L. Ciillman). Let ISI = 8, and let .T be a nonprinripal prime 
ideal in the set of subsets uf S. Does there exist an 3-” c 3--, l.Y-‘[ = Kl such that 
UT-” = S for every T” C T, IF] 2 X0? 
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